The exact solution of a two-scale Buchert average of the Einstein equations is derived for an inhomogeneous universe which represents a close approximation to the observed universe. The two scales represent voids, and the bubble walls surrounding them within which clusters of galaxies are located. As described elsewhere [New J. Phys. 9 (2007) 377], apparent cosmic acceleration can be recognised as a consequence of quasilocal gravitational energy gradients between observers in bound systems and the volume average position in freely expanding space. With this interpretation, the new solution presented here replaces the Friedmann solutions, in representing the average evolution of a matter-dominated universe without exotic dark energy, while being observationally viable. 98.80.Es, 98.80.Jk, 95.36.+x At the time of last-scattering the distribution of matter in the universe was very smooth, given the evidence of the cosmic microwave background (CMB). At the present epoch, by contrast, the universe is very lumpy on scales less than 100-300Mpc, with clusters of galaxies strung in filaments and bubbles surrounding huge voids. Some 40-50% of the present volume [1] of the universe is in voids of order 30h −1 Mpc in diameter, h being the dimensionless Hubble parameter, H 0 = 100h km sec −1 Mpc −1 , and when smaller and larger voids [2] are taken into account, then the observable universe is "void-dominated".
The exact solution of a two-scale Buchert average of the Einstein equations is derived for an inhomogeneous universe which represents a close approximation to the observed universe. The two scales represent voids, and the bubble walls surrounding them within which clusters of galaxies are located. As described elsewhere [New J. Phys. 9 (2007) 377], apparent cosmic acceleration can be recognised as a consequence of quasilocal gravitational energy gradients between observers in bound systems and the volume average position in freely expanding space. With this interpretation, the new solution presented here replaces the Friedmann solutions, in representing the average evolution of a matter-dominated universe without exotic dark energy, while being observationally viable. At the time of last-scattering the distribution of matter in the universe was very smooth, given the evidence of the cosmic microwave background (CMB). At the present epoch, by contrast, the universe is very lumpy on scales less than 100-300Mpc, with clusters of galaxies strung in filaments and bubbles surrounding huge voids. Some 40-50% of the present volume [1] of the universe is in voids of order 30h −1 Mpc in diameter, h being the dimensionless Hubble parameter, H 0 = 100h km sec −1 Mpc −1 , and when smaller and larger voids [2] are taken into account, then the observable universe is "void-dominated".
In spite of present-day inhomogeneity, a broadly isotropic Hubble flow is observed when one averages on sufficiently large scales. This is taken as justification for assuming that cosmic evolution can be modelled by the Friedmann equation for a smooth fluid, despite the obvious observational evidence that galaxies are not smoothly distributed. To achieve agreement with a number of independent observations within the smooth fluid paradigm, dark energy has been included in the standard cosmological model, posing a foundational mystery for physics.
In recent years, a number of cosmologists have questioned whether the observations, which have been interpreted as cosmic acceleration, might in fact be accounted for by taking more care in deriving the geometry that comes from averaging the actual inhomogeneous matter distribution. In particular, the geometry which arises from the time evolution of an initial average of the matter distribution does not generally coincide, at a later time, with the average geometry of the full inhomogeneous matter distribution evolved via Einstein's equations [3] . Whether or not the resulting "back-reaction" of inhomogeneities on the average geometry can be large enough to explain effects usually attributed to cosmic acceleration from dark energy in Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) models, has been the subject of intense debate. (See [4] and references therein.)
In this Letter I will derive the general exact solution to the Buchert equations [3] for the two-scale model introduced in ref. [5] , yielding a simple new observationally viable model of the universe. The observational claim is based on my proposal that the debate about dark energy from structure formation [4] can be resolved by careful consideration of the operational interpretation of measurements in cosmology from first principles [5] . This is necessary when averaging an inhomogeneous cosmology, since in general the rods and clocks of observers will be calibrated differently from those at an average location. In writing down average parameters one must define how they are related to our measurements operationally. Assuming the Copernican principle, the fact that we observe an almost isotropic CMB means that other observers should also measure an almost isotropic CMB. However, it does not demand that such observers measure the same mean CMB temperature as we, nor the same angular scale for the Doppler peaks in the anisotropy spectrum. Significant differences can arise due to gradients in spatial curvature and associated gravitational energy.
In general relativity space is dynamical and can carry energy and momentum. By the strong equivalence principle, since the laws of physics must coincide with those of special relativity at a point, it is only internal energy that can be localised in an energy-momentum tensor on the r.h.s. of the Einstein equations. Thus the uniquely relativistic aspects of gravitational energy associated with gradients in spatial curvature, and gradients in the kinetic energy of spatial expansion, cannot be included in the energy momentum tensor, but are at best described by a quasilocal formulation. (For a review, see [6] .)
In ref. [5] I propose a quantitative solution to the problem of apparent cosmic acceleration through the technical definition of a finite infinity scale, realising a qualitative suggestion of Ellis [7] . Finite infinity replaces the usual notion of spatial infinity in exact asymptotically flat spacetimes, as the fiducial reference point for quasilocal gravitational energy with respect to observers in virialised bound systems. A universal definition of this scale is possible, since the initial expansion rate of the universe was extremely smooth at last scattering, leading to a true critical density, ρ cr , as a demarcation between potentially bound and unbound systems. Due to backreaction, ρ cr , does not evolve by the Friedmann equation.
While it has long been understood that averaging an inhomogeneous universe entails the dressing of average cosmological parameters [8] through volume factors which relate to differences in spatial curvature, the proposal of ref. [5] recognises that clock rates can also vary systematically between observers in bound systems within finite infinity, and a volume-average position in freely expanding space, due to differences in gravitational energy. By this means an implicit solution of the Sandage-de Vaucouleurs paradox [5] is possible: the locally defined or bare Hubble parameter,H, can be uniform even though voids appear to expand faster than the bubble walls which surround them, since cosmic clocks within voids tick faster on account of gravitational energy differences. Since our cosmological observations involve photons exchanged with objects in bound systems, we do not observe clocks in freely expanding space directly. Nonetheless, an ideal comoving observer within a void would measure a somewhat older age of the universe, and an isotropic CMB with a lower mean temperature and an angular anisotropy scale shifted to smaller angles.
Buchert's scheme is somewhat heuristic, since it does not average all of the Einstein equations and requires an extra integrability condition to ensure closure. However, starting from a fully covariant averaging scheme [9] , with reasonable cosmological assumptions, the correlation tensor takes the form of a spatial curvature [10] , and Buchert's scheme can be realised as a consistent limit [11] . Following ref. [5] , the Buchert average constructed here is based on the two scales most relevant to the observed universe: (i) the voids which dominate the universe at the present epoch; and (ii) finite infinity regions containing galaxy clusters within the filaments and bubble walls that surround voids. The local average geometry at the boundary of a finite infinity region is assumed to be spatially flat, with the metric
Within voids the metric is not given by (1) but is negatively curved, with local scale factor a v . We average over the entire present epoch horizon volume, V = V iā 3 , whereā 3 = f vi a v 3 +f wi a w 3 ; f vi and f wi = 1−f vi being the respective initial void and wall volume fractions at last scattering, to construct the Buchert average geometry
Here the area function A is defined by a horizon-volume average [5] . The time-parameter t differs from the walltime τ of (1) by the mean lapse function dt =γ(τ ) dτ . The geometry (2) is not locally isometric to the local geometry in either the walls or void centres. When the geometry (1) is related to the average geometry (2) by conformal matching of radial null geodesics it may be rewritten ds
where r w ≡γ (1 − f v ) 1/3 f wi −1/3 η w (η, τ ). Two sets of cosmological parameters are relevant: those relative to an ideal observer at the volume-average position in freely expanding space using the metric (2), and conventional dressed parameters using the metric (3). The conventional metric (3) arises in our attempt to fit a single global metric (1) to the universe with the assumption that average spatial curvature and local clock rates everywhere are identical to our own, which is no longer true.
The volume-average matter, curvature and kinematic back-reaction parameters are given byΩ M = 8πGρ M0ā
, and
respectively, where the average curvature is due to the voids only, which are assumed to have k v < 0, an overdot denotes a derivative w.r.t. volume-average time, t, andH ≡ȧ/ā is the volumeaverage or bare Hubble parameter. It satisfies
where H v ≡ȧ v /a v and H w ≡ȧ w /a w are the regional average expansion rates of voids and walls, as measured by volume-average clocks. We define h r (t) ≡ H w /H v < 1.
The independent Buchert equations [3] , including the integrability condition that ensures their closure, arē
Conventional dressed parameters defined with respect to the geometry (3), relevant to "wall observers" such as ourselves, do not satisfy a simple relation analogous to (5) . The conventional matter density parameter, Ω M , is expected to take numerical values similar to those we infer in FLRW models. It differs from the bare volume-average density parameter,Ω M , according to Ω M =γ 3Ω M . The mean lapse function is given bȳ
as a result of the requirement that the bare, or "locally" measured, expansion rate is uniform. The dressed Hubble parameter that we measure as wall observers, the global average over both walls and voids, is notH, but
The Buchert equations (5), (6) may be reduced to the pair of first order equations
where ǫ i ≪ 1 is an integration constant, obtained from a first integral [5] of eqs. (5) and (6), namely
Eqs. (9) and (10) are readily integrated. Firstly we multiply (9) byH
with the solution
where a constant of integration corresponding to the origin of time has been set to zero without loss of generality.
where a w0 ≡ā 0
. Thus the local expansion rate within the wall regions is exactly that of an Einstein-de Sitter universe, but in volume average time not locally measured wall time.
Finally, we multiply (10) byā
where
v0 /Ω k0 is a constant which can either be positive, zero or negative depending on the initial value ǫ i . Integrating (12) we find
v0 , and t ǫ is a constant which cannot be chosen to be zero without loss of generality, as the time origin was already fixed in determining (11) .
Eqs. (11) and (13) constitute the general exact solution to the two-scale Buchert equations (5), (6), regardless of the physical interpretation of observable quantities. In particular, the Buchert equations have been studied by a number of authors without mention as to what the physical interpretation of the time parameter, t, is. Here we will pursue the interpretational framework of ref. [5] .
A number of quantities of interest may be found directly. Since H w =ȧ w /a w = 2/(3t), and
it follows that
Evaluating [(9) + f v (10)] at the present epoch, we obtain the following constraint on parameters
(15) This reduces the number of free parameters by one; we may takeΩ k0 as dependent, for example. The value of t ǫ is also determined in terms of the other parameters by evaluating (13) at the present epoch, to givē
where the age of the universe in volume-average time is
on account of (11) . We observe that the physical interpretation of the void volume-fraction ceases to be physical meaningful in the limit t → 0 if t ǫ > 0, as is generally the case. Radiation must be included to describe the universe at early times, and has been omitted here. Here we restrict attention to the matter-dominated epoch. The general solution is specified by four independent parameters,H 0 , ǫ i ,Ω M0 and f v0 . However, two of these may be further eliminated by taking priors [12] at the surface of last scattering consistent with the CMB.
Since eq. (13) is a transcedental equation, the combination of eqs. (11) and (13) only defineā(t) and f v (t) implicitly in the general case. Nonetheless, at late times when both t and u are large, all general solutions to (13) tend to the particular solution with ǫ i = 0 and t ǫ = 0. This particular solution is in fact a late-time tracker solution, an attractor which is insensitive to h ri and f vi , as long as the observable universe is void-dominated.
As C ǫ = 0 when ǫ i = 0, eq. (13) yields a particularly simple form for the late-time tracker solution. Since f vi 1/3 a v = f v 1/3ā =ā 0 u, we see that it corresponds to the case in which the void regions expand exactly as a Milne universe in volume-average time, a v = a v0 t, where a v0 ≡Ω 1/2 k0ā 0H0 f −1/6 v0 f vi −1/3 . It follows that h r = H w /H v = 2/3 is a constant for this special solution. If we combine (15) with (14) evaluated at the present epoch, we see that only one of the parametersΩ M0 ,Ω k0 and f v0 is independent, and in fact, Ω M0 = 4(1 − f v0 )/(2 + f v0 ) 2 ,Ω k0 = 9f v0 /(2 + f v0 ) 2 . Consequently, the volume-average scale factor is a =ā 0 3H 0 t
2/3
2 + f v0 3f v0H 0 t + (1 − f v0 )(2 + f v0 )
